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Аннотация
In our research, we studied 9 eclipsing binary stars: AR Lac, U CrB,
S Equ, SU Boo, VV UMa, WW Gem, YY Eri, V0404 Lyr, HP Aur. We
collected large sets of moments of minima from BRNO and observational
data from AAVSO databases. Then, we obtained moments of minima for
AAVSO observations (totally - 397 minima) using method of approximation
with symmetric polynomial, realized in software MAVKA. This software was
provided by Kateryna D. Andrych and Ivan L. Andronov. After we combined
obtained moments of minima with data taken from BRNO and plotted O-C
diagrams. For all stars these diagrams represented sinusoidal-like oscillations
with superposition of linear (for SU Boo, VV UMa, WW Gem, V0404 Lyr and
HP Aur) or parabolic trend (for AR Lac, U CrB, S Equ and YY Eri). The
oscillations could be described as presence of the third component, which does
not take part in eclipses, but causes the well-known light-time effect (LTE).
That effect could be easily detected using long data series of observations.
However, the oscillations have clear asymmetry, which we interpreted as elliptical
shape of the third components orbit. Parabolic trend we explained as mass
transfer between components of binary system. For all stars we computed
minimal possible mass of the third component. In addition, we developed our
own code in computed language Python and using it we computed orbital
elements of the third component. Moreover, for stars with parabolic trend
we calculated rate of the mass transfer. Finally, for all computed values we
estimated errors.
В нашому дослiдженнi ми вивчили 9 затемнюваних подвiйних зорь: AR
Lac, U CrB, S Equ, SU Boo, VV UMa, WW Gem, YY Eri, V0404 Lyr, HP
Aur. Ми зiбрали великi масиви мiнiмумiв iз BRNO та спостережень iз бази
даних AAVSO. Потiм ми отримали моменти мiнiмумiв для спостережень
AAVSO (всього - 397 мiнiмумiв) за допомогою методу апроксимацiї з си-
метричним полiномом, реалiзованого в програмi MAVKA. Це програмне
забезпечення надали Катерина Д. Андрич та Iван Л. Андронов. Пiсля того
ми поєднали отриманi моменти мiнiмумiв iз даними, отриманими з BRNO,
та побудували дiаграми O-C. Для всiх зорь цi дiаграми представляли со-
бою подiбнi до синусоїдальних коливання з суперпозицiєю лiнiйного (для
SU Boo, VV UMa, WW Gem, V0404 Lyr та HP Aur) або параболiчного
тренду (для AR Lac, U CrB, S Equ та YY Eri). Коливання можна описа-
ти як наявнiсть третього компонента, який не бере участi в затемненнях,
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але викликає вiдомий light-time effect (LTE). Цей ефект можна легко ви-
явити, використовуючи довгi серiї даних спостережень. Однак коливан-
ня мають чiтку асиметрiю, яку ми iнтерпретували як елiптичну форму
орбiти третього компонента. Параболiчний тренд ми пояснили, як перетi-
кання речовини мiж компонентами подвiйної системи. Для всiх зорь ми
обчислили мiнiмально можливу масу третього компонента. Крiм того, ми
розробили власний код на мовi програмування Python та за його допо-
могою ми обчислили елементи орбiти третього компонента. Бiльше того,
для зорь з параболiчним трендом ми розраховували швидкiсть перетi-
кання речовини. В рештi-решт, для всiх обчислених значень ми оцiнили
похибки.
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1 Introduction
1.1 General information
For this research we chose 9 eclipsing binaries: AR Lac, U CrB, S Equ, SU Boo, VV
UMa, WW Gem, YY Eri, V0404 Lyr, HP Aur. All of them are well-known stellar
systems and were observed during long period of time (80-150 years). To carry out
our research, we took some general parameters (period, initial epoch, variability
type etc.) of the systems from General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS [1]).
Masses of the binary systems were taken from previously published articles. All
these parameters are collected in Table 1.
Unfortunately, only for three stellar systems (AR Lac, WW Gem and HP Aur)
errors of components masses were provided. For all other stars we supposed that
errors of masses for primary and secondary components are equal to 7% of their
masses. This value is equal to average relative error of stellar masses determination.
In addition, there is a lot of information published before in other articles of different
authors.
Table 1. General information about investigated stars
Stellar system Initial epoch
(JD-2400000)
Period (days) M1,M M2,M Ref
AR Lac 41593.7123 1.98319204 1.26 ± 0.02 1.12 ± 0.02 [2]
U CrB 16747.9718 3.45220133 4.8 1.4 [3]
S Equ 42596.74348 3.4360969 3.24 0.42 [4]
SU Boo 52500.895 1.561258 2.5 0.3 [5]
VV UMa 45815.3365 0.68738 1.93 0.44 [6]
WW Gem 25984.257 1.237811 4.39 ± 0.33 2.11 ± 0.16 [6]
YY Eri 41581.624 0.32149415 1.54 0.62 [7]
V0404 Lyr 35836.462 0.73094585 1.35 0.51 [8]
HP Aur 46353.236 1.4228191 0.9543 ±
0.0041
0.8094 ±
0.0036
[9]
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1.2 AR Lac
Рис. 1: O-C curve of AR Lac. For each star we plotted O-C curve and made
approximation. Small dots are observations from database BRNO, large squares
are ones that we determined from AAVSO observations. The lines show the
approximation and the ±1σ and ±2σ ”error corridors” , where σ is a biased estimate
of the r.m.s. deviation of a single point from the approximation.
There are more than 200 articles published before, thus there is analysis only of
the most important of them. Third component was supposed in [10], [11], [12]. In
all three articles mass of the third component was estimated. However, parameters
of its orbit ware not computed. Mass transfer was assumed in [11], [13], [14], [15]
and [10]. In last four of these articles rate of the mass transfer was computed.
1.3 U CrB
Рис. 2: O-C curve of U CrB
Mass transfer was supposed in [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] and
[25]. Rate of the mass transfer was computed in [16], [18], [21], [26] and [24]. Third
component as the reason for cyclic period changes was supposed in [16], [26], [27],
[28], [29], [31], [30]. Third component’s mass was computed in [16], [29], [31], [30].
Orbital elements were estimated in [27] and [29]. Moreover, in [26] fourth component
was supposed and its mass was computed.
1.4 S Equ
Mass transfer was supposed and its rate was determined in [31], [32], [33], [34], [35]
and [36]. Third component was assumed and its mass was computed in [34], [35].
Moreover, in [34] parameters of the third component’s orbit were calculated.
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Рис. 3: O-C curve of S Equ
1.5 SU Boo
Рис. 4: O-C curve of SU Boo
In [37], complex analysis of the third component and mass transfer hypothesis
was provided. Rate of the mass transfer was computed as well as the third component’s
mass and parameters of its orbit.
1.6 VV UMa
Рис. 5: O-C curve of VV UMa
In [37], hypothesis of the third component presence was considered; parameters
of the orbit and mass were calculated.
1.7 WW Gem
Analysis of the third component and mass transfer was provided in [38]. Mass, orbital
elements and mass transfer rate were determined.
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Рис. 6: O-C curve of WW Gem
1.8 YY Eri
Рис. 7: O-C curve of YY Eri
In [39], third component was supposed and its mass was computed.
1.9 V0404 Lyr
Рис. 8: O-C curve of V0404 Lyr
In [40] both third and fourth components were supposed and their masses obtained.
Mass transfer rate was computed as well.
1.10 HP Aur
No analysis of neither mass transfer nor of third component presence was provided
in any article.
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Рис. 9: O-C curve of HP Aur
2 Methods and algorithms
One of the methods of third component’s detection in eclipsing binary systems is
O-C curve investigation. O-C curve is a dependence between observed moment of
minimum minus calculated one and the time.
This method is one of the simplest when third component is neither visible
nor taking part in the eclipses. It is appropriate for any possible mass of the
third component if this mass is enough to make O-C oscillations larger then noise.
In this case, we can suppose the third component presence without spectroscopic
observations and even estimate some of its orbital parameters. On the other hand,
third components usually have long orbital period. That is why several decades of
regular observations are needed.
If O-C curve has sinusoid-like oscillations, we can suppose presence of the third
component which makes the binary system to rotate around common barycenter.
This motion causes delay (either positive or negative) of the minimal brightness
moment. If we plot the dependence of the delay on time we get sinusoid-like O-C
curve. After calculating amplitude and the period of such changes we can estimate
minimal possible mass of the third component. Although, sometimes oscillations
have clear asymmetry but stay periodic which might be caused by elliptical shape
of the third component’s orbit. Parameters of such which could be estimated by
special algorithms.
In the case of parabolic shape of O-C or parabolic trend with superposition of
cyclic period changes, we suppose presence of mass transfer between components
of binary system. If O-C is linear it could be caused by the error in the period
determination.
We estimated minimal possible mass of the third component using third Kepler’s
law and formula of the barycenter position. Then we supposed that orbit of the third
component is perpendicular to the picture plane (thus we get the minimal possible
value). After simplifications we got the international formula for minimal possible
mass of the third component:
M3 =
c ·∆t
3
√
G
·
[
2pi
T
· (M1 +M2 +M3)
] 2
3
(1)
To compute third components mass using this formula several iterations are needed.
Error of the minimal possible mass also was estimated:
σM3 =
(
1
M3
− 2
3M
)−1
·
√√√√(σ∆t
∆t
)2
+
4
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[(
σM1
M1
)2
+
(
σM2
M2
)2
+
(
σT
T
)2]
(2)
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The next stage is consideration of the mass transfer rate:
M˙ =
1
3
P˙
P
M1M2
M1 −M2 (3)
Error of the mass transfer rate:
σM˙ = M˙
√√√√(σP
P
)2
+
(
σP˙
P˙
)2
+
(
M2
M1
σM1
M1 −M2
)2
+
(
M1
M2
σM2
M1 −M2
)2
(4)
Here:
• M1, M2, M3 - masses of the components;
• M - sum of the components masses;
• P - period of variability;
• P˙ - rate of the period change (days per day);
• M˙ - rate of the mass transfer (solar masses per year);
• c - speed of light in vacuum;
• G - gravitational constant;
• T, ∆t period and amplitude of the O-C oscillations;
• σP , σP˙ , σM1, σM2, σ∆t, σT - errors of the period, rate of the period changes,
masses of the binary system’s components, amplitude and period of the O-C
oscillations.
Rate of the period change could be obtained by approximation of the parabolic
trend. The formula of parabola is well-known:
O − C = αt2 + βt+ γ (5)
Here parameter
α =
P˙
2
(6)
is proportional to the rate of the period changes; β is an error of the period in the
moment t=0; γ is the vertical shift (error of the initial epoch). Finally, we considered
the elliptic shape of the orbit. There are 6 main orbital elements which completely
describe the third component’s motion:
• semi-major axis (a);
• eccentricity (e);
• three angles of inclination
– argument of the pericenter (Ω);
– inclination (i);
– longitude of pericenter (ω);
• orbital period (T);
• moment of the pericenter transit (t0).
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3 Data processing
There were several stages in our research:
1. Collecting moments of minima from database BRNO [41];
2. Collecting amateur observations from AAVSO database [42];
3. Processing AAVSO observations using MAVKA software [43];
(a) Splitting data onto separate minima;
(b) Cutting out extraeclipsing part of the minima (if necessary);
(c) Processing each individual minimum using symmetrical polynomial and
moment of minima obtaining.
4. Combination of AAVSO and BRNO minima;
5. Plotting O-C curve and estimation of the initial values of orbital parameters
by eye;
6. Correction of the orbital parameters by modelling program;
7. Making plots of O-C curve and deviations for visual control;
8. Calculation of the third component’s mass;
9. Calculation of the mass transfer rate;
10. Estimation of the errors.
All results of calculations are provided in Appendix section in tables and pictures.
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4 Discussion and conclusions
Table 2. Orbital elements, masses of the third components and mass transfer rates
for all 9 stars
Units AR
Lac
U
CrB
S
Equ
SU
Boo
VV
UMa
WW
Gem
YY
Eri
V0404
Lyr
HP
Aur
α 10−12
days−1
-425
± 8
77 ±
8
382
± 5
212
± 2
β 10−7 391
± 7
-299
± 2
-336
± 4
-46.9
± 0.3
-58.6
± 0.2
12.0
± 0.7
-
109.1
± 1.4
11.17
±
0.05
4.26
± 0.1
γ 10−3
days
-957
± 15
3 ± 3 751
± 9
252
± 2
261
± 1
-41 ±
4
85 ±
3
-75.0
± 0.3
-21.2
± 0.5
a sin i 106
km
1420
± 30
914
± 15
548
± 12
216
± 7
419
± 9
207
± 7
271
± 2
56.75
±
0.06
56.9
± 0.6
e 10−3 470
± 27
389
± 30
137
± 41
264
± 47
325
± 30
262
± 64
416
± 12
79 ±
2
153
± 20
ω rad -6.63
±
0.04
4.79
±
0.06
3.27
±
0.23
0.35
±
0.23
3.51
±
0.07
-1.08
±
0.26
0.84
±
0.03
2.78
±
0.03
-7.38
±
0.13
t0 JD-
2400000
-
21390
±
610
-
19430
±
590
3210
±
790
4070
±
200
6120
±
220
3010
±
300
4610
±
190
4980
± 20
10560
± 80
T days 19000
±
140
30930
±
280
17380
±
180
3088
± 9
8750
± 30
2783
± 15
16230
± 60
640
± 0.2
1590
± 3
M˙ 10−9
M
year
133
± 27
1.55
±
0.16
1.90
±
0.15
- - - 259
± 31
- -
M3 M 1.746
±
0.067
1.204
±
0.089
0.750
±
0.057
4.795
±
0.523
0.820
±
0.069
0.714
±
0.056
0.530
±
0.040
0.260
±
0.130
0.457
±
0.033
Our results generally are not in agreement with results of other authors. Only
for V0404 Lyr our estimation is more or less the same than in previos research. For
many stars our values are much higher - probably, they are overestimated. However,
for WW Gem and SU Boo masses are smaller, so we could underestimate them.
Unfortunately, only several authors provided errors of their calculations that makes
the comparison process really difficult. Anyway, the order of value remains the same
for all 3rd components’ masses and we used much larger data sets. Thus, probably,
our data is more accurate, but we need further observations to prove that thesis.
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Рис. 10: Computed masses of the third components (squares) in comparison with
previous results (dots)
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